Abstract:
The American War for Independence established a sovereign American nation based upon the ideas of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” Yet, most Americans were excluded from this discourse. Northern, white, middle-class women were among those denied actual economic, legal, and social independence after the Revolution, remaining under the common law of coveture (or legal dependence on their husband or father). Liberty, independence, and freedom became the basis for defining the American nation as well as masculinity. Thus, many women struggled to form a positive identity within a self-proclaimed “free” nation that kept them subordinate.

This study examines the “gendered” construction of the American nation. It also demonstrates how two main groups of white, middle-class women identified with the dominant discourse of white, colonial men. Attention is placed upon the changing (male) rhetoric of the Revolution, the domestic ideology of Catharine Beecher, and the linguistic strategies of the early women’s rights reformers. Ultimately, the excluding definitions that emerged from the Revolution shaped the way many women were able to identify with the new nation.

As frustrations among many women increased, strategies among influential middle-class women developed. Two dominant groups of women developed distinct approaches in forming a positive identity for female identity. The domestic reformers, such as Beecher, stressed the female superiority of women and argued that women exclusively should shape the values of America. Women’s rights activists, on the other hand, began developing a rights-based argument that called for an equal and legal footing with men. After the Civil War, women’s rights activists realized that their natural-rights language would not work to break down national and masculine definitions and gain them legal rights. It would take a less threatening rhetoric such as Beecher’s; and thus many suffragists began arguing that women could bring a moralizing influence to politics. In effect, the “competing discourses” of middle-class reformers in antebellum America demonstrate the way white women eventually obtained the vote based upon their female moral abilities.
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THESIS ABSTRACT

The American War for Independence established a sovereign American nation based upon the ideas of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” Yet, most Americans were excluded from this discourse. Northern, white, middle-class women were among those denied actual economic, legal, and social independence after the Revolution, remaining under the common law of coveture (or legal dependence on their husband or father). Liberty, independence, and freedom became the basis for defining the American nation as well as masculinity. Thus, many women struggled to form a positive identity within a self-proclaimed “free” nation that kept them subordinate.

This study examines the “gendered” construction of the American nation. It also demonstrates how two main groups of white, middle-class women identified with the dominant discourse of white, colonial men. Attention is placed upon the changing (male) rhetoric of the Revolution, the domestic ideology of Catharine Beecher, and the linguistic strategies of the early women’s rights reformers. Ultimately, the excluding definitions that emerged from the Revolution shaped the way many women were able to identify with the new nation.

As frustrations among many women increased, strategies among influential middle-class women developed. Two dominant groups of women developed distinct approaches in forming a positive identity for female identity. The domestic reformers, such as Beecher, stressed the female superiority of women and argued that women exclusively should shape the values of America. Women’s rights activists, on the other hand, began developing a rights-based argument that called for an equal and legal footing with men. After the Civil War, women’s rights activists realized that their natural-rights language would not work to break down national and masculine definitions and gain them legal rights. It would take a less threatening rhetoric such as Beecher’s; and thus many suffragists began arguing that women could bring a moralizing influence to politics. In effect, the “competing discourses” of middle-class reformers in antebellum America demonstrate the way white women eventually obtained the vote based upon their female moral abilities.
"There once lived in a Farm Yard a great many Roosters and Hens, and it chanced one morning that a young Hen with a very fine voice began to crow. Thereupon all the Roosters hurried together and solemnly declared that there was nothing so dreadful as a Crowing Hen! Now there was in the Yard a Rooster who had always been feeble and could only cackle, but when the Hen mentioned this, the Roosters shook their heads and said, "females do not understand logic." The moral to the story: There is a great deal of difference between a Cackling Rooster and a Crowing Hen."

Intended to satirize the woman's rights movement, most activists understood the above fable to be a true rendition of their struggle for equal rights. While one can interpret this parable on a number of levels, an important point to recognize is how fundamental language is to one's understanding of his or her situation in the world. Imagery and symbols that words produce shape the meaning of an individual's life at any given time and place in history. Words hold and designate power in ways that often remain unnoticed. As the above fable implies, human discourse, and in this instance, the discourse of nineteenth-century American, white, heterosexual, Protestant, middle-class men, has not only been an exclusive, but a more valued discourse when compared to those excluded from it. Power stems from a group's consciousness that people ("like me") have the same values, ideas, and goals, as well
as from the ability for a group to have the resources and ability to use force and violence against designated “others.”

“Naming yourself” is one example of how contemporary American groups have given power to themselves. Collectively groups recognized their common oppression and changed the names given to them by dominant forces. “Girl” changed to “woman,” “Negro” changed to “black” (and later “African-American”), “Indian” changed to “Native-American,” and “homosexual/fag/butch” changed to “gay” and “lesbian.” A collective consciousness cannot protect excluded and minority groups from actual physical intimidation and force used by dominant forces. By naming themselves, however, groups can create new and positive identities by rejecting an imposed set of symbols given to them by a more powerful group.

How does the language used by the dominant forces operate to empower the powerful? How does the manipulation of language and symbols work to exclude and include certain groups of people? How do those who are excluded from the dominant discourse form their own group or individual identity? For America, answers lie in Robert Bellah’s claim that the “language of individualism is the primary American language of self-understanding.” But this claim becomes problematic when middle class, white, American women, for example, have traditionally been denied access to individuality and defined in reference to their husbands’ “self,” beginning as long ago as the American Revolution.

The American War for Independence created a sovereign nation of united states based on the premise “that all men are created equal” and are entitled to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” Appearing all-inclusive and empowering, this language was a force that eventually pulled many colonial Americans together in the hopes of creating “a more perfect union.” A war was not only taking place between America and Great Britain, but a cultural revolution was under way in America as well. What it meant to be a citizen instead of a subject of the king, for instance, had to be defined. Women, slaves, and servants all questioned what independence from Britain might mean for them. Most importantly, however, colonists redefined revolutionary rhetoric during and after the war. They manipulated the meanings and symbols of words such as “independence” and “dependence,” “freedom” and “slavery,” “liberty” and “corruption” to meet the emerging demands required to be a legitimate and sovereign nation. In short, the discourse of the Revolution defined colonists as distinctly American and united for the goal of independence and sovereignty.

A minority of Americans (property-holding white men) were primarily responsible for producing the rhetoric of the revolution. They possessed the resources and education to exert their influence over others using a language that appeared to include all Americans, while it actually excluded and marginalized many. Freedom, independence, and sovereignty are empowering words, and for property-holding men, this discourse meant freedom for the nation as well as for white males. They often defined independence in contrast to dependent groups, such as women,
slaves, and propertyless men. “Women’s weakness,” for example, “became a rhetorical foil for republican manliness.” It is the great American paradox that independence and freedom for the nation (and men) was based on the dependence of women, poor white males, and slaves. In short, the same discourse that represented the ideal nation also denoted white, capitalistic masculinity. Dana Nelson and Joane Nagel have labeled this inseparable link between masculinity and nation as “national manhood” and “hegemonic masculinity,” respectively. One way to understand the organizational force the revolution’s ideas had on America is to recognize the gendered, raced, and classed way the nation formed.

The focus of this study is twofold. First, it explores the connection between masculine and national ideals to discover how white, northern middle-class women identified with these principles. Some women began to struggle against the excluding discourse, while others did not challenge this exclusion by working within the constraints of gender prescriptions. Broadly speaking, two types of movements developed during the first half of the nineteenth century because of the ideology expressed by the Revolution. Stemming from the idea of Republican Motherhood, the work of benevolence through education, temperance, and Christian reforms

---

3 Kerber, 129.
stressed the moral superiority of women as guardians of Christian and democratic values. These “domestic reformers” believed that their domestic “sphere” called them to a social duty and that women had special attributes, just as men. A different group of women active in abolition movements began to stress the natural rights of all individuals despite race or sex. Many of these “legal reformers,” while still supportive of abolition, created the first woman’s rights movement that specifically advocated for legal equality with men.

Second, this study examines the strategies and success of both the domestic and the legal reformers. The discourse developed and implemented by both movements demonstrates how individuals and groups constructed and altered the meaning of language. For example, poststructuralists have built off structural linguist Ferdinand de Saussure’s primary tenet that language constitutes social reality rather than reflects it. Poststructuralist theory allows historians to examine how the construction and meaning of “reality” transforms through “competing discourses” of the past. Examining the competing discourses of the legal and domestic reformers illustrates why one discourse was more successful than the other. Social institutions (such as the nation or the family) and practices produce social meaning and shape an individual’s identity. Moreover, individuals are “agents of change,” and therefore.

---


6 Anne M. Boylan, “Women in Groups: An Analysis of Women’s Benevolent Organizations in New York and Boston, 1797-1840,” *Journal of American History* 71 (December 1984): 497-523. Boylan demonstrates that women in Christian benevolence societies were from different social and economic classes than women in more “radical” reforms such as temperance. What is important to stress, however, is that both believed in the essential qualities of women’s moral superiority.

discourses will “either serve hegemonic interests or challenge existing power relations.” Thus, the discourse employed by the domestic reformers proved to be a more penetrating force in sensitizing the rest of American culture for women’s entry into the male public realm than the discourse used by the legal reformers before 1860.

Because masculine and national identity became so intertwined, early reformers such as Catharine Beecher and later suffragists such as Isabella Beecher Hooker found they had to work within national definitions to gain legal, economic, and social rights. Historians have emphasized the leaders of the suffrage movement as the ones who first developed a “feminist consciousness” by demanding equal rights for women. While this may be true, many leaders subsequently changed their ideology after the United States Congress passed the Reconstruction amendments to the Constitution. A rights-based argument took a backseat to an essentialist one. Challenging hegemonic masculinity by demanding equal rights (or access to a masculine/nation-defining discourse), as women did in 1848 at Seneca Falls, did not work to gain women significant equal representation. The only way women could start obtaining rights was through a specific type of female discourse that did not challenge the ideals of national manhood. This female discourse stemmed from people such as Judith Sargent Murray, Benjamin Rush, Sara Joshephina Hale, and most importantly, Catherine Beecher. While one cannot disregard the right’s based ideology formed and expressed by prominent suffrage leaders like Elizabeth Cady

8 Weedon, 25.
Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Lucretia Mott, it was an ideology such as Beecher’s that worked to gain women further access to the public realm.

The development of a domestic discourse and strategy used first by female reformers and then by suffragists helped reinforce the national and masculine ideals that had been in development since Revolutionary times. Suffragists started using an essentialist argument that stressed their female character. They argued that only through (white) female enfranchisement would the nation remain healthy. Explicit in these arguments was the idea that enfranchised blacks and immigrants would destroy the nation. If men gave white women the vote, however, women could protect the nation from degradation by fulfilling their natural roles as guardians of democratic values. Suffragists began to downplay claims of natural rights, which worked to disregard issues of race and class. They worked instead to create a gendered partnership with their white husbands and brothers. Ultimately, this strategy reinforced the exclusionary process of the nation.

This study proceeds chronologically. The second chapter concentrates on the construction of national manhood by viewing specific terms and images employed by colonial men. The male discourse of the Revolutionary era demonstrates the development of an intricate link between masculinity and nation. Independence, for example, changed from a negative and divisive characteristic for men into a positive goal for which all (white) males could strive. An independent man became the ideal
American, and as a group, these men comprised the backbone of the new nation. Men had an obligation, then, to support and protect dependent groups, such as slaves, women, and children. These new definitions united men despite regional, cultural, and class differences. Even if a man lacked property, independence remained a plausible goal. Furthermore, women endured marginal status during the construction of this national model. They remained static images of national purity and self-sacrificing supporters of their husbands.

The third chapter examines the ideology of Catherine Beecher. What makes Beecher different from other domestic strategists, such as Hale, is that she believed that men and women should fill separate stations not because it was “natural,” but because it served the social good of America. Believing in the necessity of the separate-sphere philosophy, she was a firm anti-suffragist. She formed a distinct ideology based on female moral superiority that did not challenge prescribed gender roles and expectations, but instead reinforced them. Women, in her view, had a self-sacrificing obligation to educate the children of America as teachers and mothers. Beecher hoped to create a partnership with men and believed gender prescriptions were the key. As with the “founding fathers” all-inclusive ideals that united men across vast differences, Beecher’s ideology claimed to include all women. Even though black (slave and free), immigrant, and lower class white women could not fit into such a narrow definition of womanhood, Beecher felt that female moral superiority was something for which all women could aim. In doing so, women
would not only find a positive and valuable female identity, but also elevate the nation to “perfection” in partnership with men.

Chapter 4 explores the discourse and strategy of the women’s rights movement before the Civil War. Through the use of specific metaphors, activists challenged men to look at the gendered and exclusive model of the nation. By projecting the image of the white, female slave, for instance, women asked men to think seriously about the legal position of their wives and sisters. Moreover, women also represented themselves as warriors, architects, and mechanics to prove that they had the same mental capabilities as men and could help propel the nation forward. These metaphors helped women right’s activists envision a more inclusive, democratic nation. Yet, the original rights-based arguments used by legal reformers such as Stanton, Anthony, and Mott could not break down the hegemonic rhetoric of masculinity. After the Civil War and the Reconstruction amendments, women rights activists adopted a rhetoric and strategy that modeled Beecher’s domestic ideology.

Through using a domestic discourse, white, middle-class women began to gain specific legal, economic, and social rights. Without the development of a domestic ideology, the suffrage movement might have taken a different turn. Conversely, without early natural-rights reformers such as Mott and the Grimke sisters, Beecher and other domestic theoreticians would not have felt the need to defend domesticity. Thus, two different groups of women should receive recognition for gaining women political rights. Beecher was not a feminist, yet a domestic ideology like hers gained women the vote. One unfortunate effect is that this
ideology worked to exclude and marginalize black, immigrant, and lower-class women and men, and perpetuate the gendered, raced, and classed model of the American nation into the twentieth century.
CHAPTER 2

CONSTRUCTING THE AMERICAN NATION

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master – that's all."
Lewis Carroll

The American Revolution solidified a "gendered" system of organization among its collective members. The primary goal of any nation-building project is to create a system of sovereign order and stability among its people. Ordering ideas on gender, both implicitly and explicitly, became key to organizing the American nation. Revolutionary rhetoric and its changing meaning demonstrates why this transformation in culture and emphasis on gender began, as well as the implications it held for the future citizens of the United States. Definitions for (white) masculinity and nation became intricately intertwined and inseparable, while definitions for femininity began to embody directly opposite and negative connotations. In short, men began basing their identity on independence and sovereignty, while women tried to understand their identity in reference to a newly defined dependency.

The Revolution's changing rhetoric and symbolism illustrate how colonists began to construct and justify the excluding parameters of the new nation, as well as how white
males were able to radically alter their previous identity and consolidate white male power. Terms such as "independence," "liberty," and "virtue," and symbolic images such as the new "national family" reveal three compelling developments within the construction of the American nation. First, gender dichotomies became increasingly important, creating a new separate-sphere ethos between white men and women. Second, white, male power consolidated into a "fraternal" order that exercised hegemonic control over dependent groups of Americans. And third, "hegemonic manhood" forced an identity among dependent groups who had to find a positive way to reconcile the irony that they were subjects in a "free" nation. These developments can be explained by examining the transformation of the terms "independence," "liberty," and "virtue" and the symbolic images of the national family. Before directly examining the transformation of revolutionary rhetoric and imagery, however, some basic concepts of "nation" need to be identified and discussed.

Defining Nation

Several important components have developed within the study of nation. There are three basic points to identify. First, nation, like race and gender, is a social construction; second, members believe nation to be a "natural" event that is fixed and unchanging; and last, national projects work to organize the way its members will live. Understanding these elements of nation enables one to see that nationhood is not

1 Alfred F. Young, ed., *Beyond the American Revolution: Explorations in the History of American*
necessarily an inevitable development when a group of subjected people come together to demand sovereignty. Rather, nation-building is a complex, dynamic process that often takes on contradictory and violent forms of expression as groups compete to define national definitions.

First, a “nation” is a social construction, just as race and gender are social constructions. This may sound simplistic, yet most members of national collectives believe nations to be fixed and unchanging, just as they believe race and gender to be constant. Benedict Anderson states:

> Nation-ness, as well as nationalism, are cultural artefacts of a particular kind, to understand them properly we need to consider carefully how they have come into historical being, in what ways their meanings have changed over time, and why, today they command such profound emotional legitimacy.\(^2\)

One can easily substitute race and gender for “nation-ness” and “nationalism.” Many Americans view “nation” as a real, tangible entity, interchangeable with other defining terms such as America, the United States, and “our country.” Most Americans would agree with Joseph Stalin, who stated that “a nation is a historically evolved, stable community of language, territory, economic life and psychological makeup manifested in a community of culture.”\(^3\) It sounds logical, and if asked what makes “our country” America, the answer would adamantly be “freedom!” The belief stands strong that “our

---

\(^1\) Radicalism (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1993), 124.
country” has been free since “we” declared independence. This is the “emotional legitimacy” Americans continually accord to “their” nation.

Actually, the understanding Americans have had of freedom, independence, and citizenship has been in an ever-changing process since before the Revolution. One example is how citizenship originally stressed the reciprocal relationship between rights and obligations that property-holding, white men had to the nation. Today more emphasis is put on the rights (not obligations) that are entitled to all American citizens because they are Americans. Hence, “emotional legitimacy” and the attachment to the idea of a “free” nation have overshadowed the constructs of an exclusive nation.

Identifying nation as social construction allows historians to probe the way members of national collectives identify with one another, how relations of power are broken down, and how others outside of the collective are viewed.

Second, members of national collectives have historically viewed these nation-building projects as inherently “natural” events rather than a fluid, changing process, which is why they feel such a deep tie with “their” nation. As Anderson has argued, a nation “is an imagined political community – imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign . . . in the minds of each [fellow member] lives the image of their communion,” even if these members have never met one another. This is one reason why words such as freedom and equality provide such a profound “legitimacy” to the American nation. A nation’s identity cannot be questioned or challenged if it is a “natural” progression. As an overwhelming human need to feel (or imagine) as part of a larger collective,
Americans are willing even to die for their nation, "because regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship."  

Moreover, a nation oriented toward the future can create a subjective sense of commitment even when there is no sense of a shared past. In abstract ways, the young United States "imagined" a common future of democracy. While this common destiny of liberty and freedom applied explicitly to free, white males, it also implied an abstract notion of equality among excluded groups. Especially by evoking images of a "national family," national projects have been able to legitimize acts of exclusion by characterizing a "natural hierarchy" of men, women, and children of all ranks and races. What needs to be emphasized at this point is the organizational force that the word "natural" possessed in nation-building America.

Third, nation-building organizes the way members of collectives live, and to certain degree, think and act. The way members structure their nation places boundaries of expectation and acceptance upon every group in the collective. When groups or individuals step out of expected and accepted boundaries, other members view the actions of these people as a threat to national stability. While American culture had been in transformation before the outbreak of war, the Revolution accelerated Enlightenment

---

5 Anderson, 6.
6 Anderson, 7.
8 Anne McClintock, "Family Feuds: Gender, Nationalism and the Family," Feminist Review, 44 (Summer 1993), 64.
ideals of the “natural rights of man.” Thus, colonial Americans viewed the “progression” from subjected colonies to an independent nation as an inherent process – a natural right (or rite) of men. Yet, Hobsbawm demonstrates that

Nations as a natural, God-given way of classifying men, as an inherent . . . political destiny, are a myth; nationalism, which sometimes takes pre-existing cultures and turns them into nations, sometimes invents them, and often obliterates pre-existing cultures; that is a reality.9

Furthermore, the debates that took place in America between 1776 and 1787 suggest that powerful men consciously knew what type of nation they were building. The final blueprint (the United States Constitution) sanctioned individual rights and independent competition among men in a new market economy for the first time in Anglo-American history. Thus, as will be discussed later, influential colonists made a conscious effort to “obliterate” the “communal” colonial man in exchange for a new national “self-made” man.10 Stressing natural gender roles became an essential component in this development of the new national culture. Emphasizing gender enabled a revolution in radical ideas to take place for men in their “natural” political sphere, while women’s domain and gender expectations supposedly remained relatively unchanged. It also placed strict boundaries on male and female modes of thought and action.

Viewing nation as a social construction that forces identity – including national, group, and individual identity – adds to the complexity of how to approach and understand the gendered construction of the American nation. Ultimately, this gendered construct paved the way for the acceptance of Catharine Beecher’s domestic ideology,

9 Hobsbawm, 5.
and produced the roadblocks for the legal reformers’ rights-based argument. We can now take a closer look at the rhetoric and imagery employed during the American Revolution. The transformation of such terms as “independence,” “liberty,” and “virtue” into “American” definitions and the symbol of the new “national family” reveal how one group of men (however diverse) consolidated and justified power over all other Americans.

American Definitions

Changes in language and imagery were key to an identity-making process among American men that centralized their group power and defined the ideological parameters of the new nation. A cultural transformation occurred throughout the eighteenth century that called for a reorganization of gender roles. As noted earlier, the Revolution accelerated this transformation. For one, production increasingly moved away from the home. In effect, women’s contributions to home production, and thus women’s work, was no longer as valued.11 Women also were becoming responsible for the education and moral upbringing of both sons and daughters, since the father spent more time away from the home. Moreover, with the developing market economy, men began to see independence and individuality as a positive goal instead of a characteristic that would tear communities apart. Expectations of “manhood” changed radically as the “self-made

man” replaced the “communal man.” Ultimately, colonists reworked traditional gender prescriptions to fit the needs of the emerging nation. Examining the changing Revolutionary rhetoric and the creation of the image of a new American family is one way to view this transformation in culture.

The Language

People understand language and the symbols attached to it within situational contexts. For instance, an American woman in 1787 would proclaim she was free, although common law designated her as a dependent. “A vocabulary stays alive only to the degree that it names things people know . . . [and] to the extent that these things are ritually verified in day-to-day social practice.” If definitions of words were unchanging there would be no problem. Yet, “some vocabulary attaches itself unnoticed, to new things.” This creates many problems for social historians attempting to show changing gender patterns through the language of the Revolution. Thus, this chapter emphasizes the dominant discourse employed by the most influential men of the Revolution. These men had the power and resources to influence public opinion and created the masculine definitions of independence with which many women later struggled. Moreover, it is not as important to examine how changes in individual terms occurred as it is to question the

---

12 Rotundo, 19.
14 Fields, 153.
significance new definitions had on gendered thought and organization. In short, colonists manipulated terms into distinctly American definitions that worked specifically for the benefit of white, landholding males.

Historians such as Joan Gundersen, Edward Countryman, and Ruth Bloch successfully demonstrate how meanings of individual words changed as the nation organized. This transformation in language explains how one group legitimized and justified a “free” nation that kept slaves and women subordinate. First, “independence” transformed from a negative into a positive ideal in which all men could strive, while its counterpart, “dependence,” took on connotations of powerlessness. Next, “liberty” developed alongside “independence” and moved away from implying a way to preserve “communal continuity” towards building American concepts of citizenship based on land ownership, economic competition, and material gain. Third, “virtue” changed from a self-sacrificial, public, male characteristic into a private, feminine, yet indirectly political, attribute.

“Independence” became the cornerstone of national identity. However, throughout the 1700s colonists viewed independent men as divisive, at least in New England society. Preserving communal order was much more important than “innovative” ideas that might break up that harmony. In 1704 a minister lamented that “this Sheba, SELF, has blown the trumpet of rebellion.” The ideal world was “an

---


16 Rotundo, 15.
organic social order in which rights and responsibilities were reciprocal and in which terms like individuality or self-reliance had little place.\textsuperscript{17} Colonists recognized "dependency" not as a powerless, defenseless state of subjection, but rather as a "web" that tied individual to family to community and ultimately to the Crown. John Dickenson acknowledged this as late as 1775, arguing that if "we . . . change the signification of words, let us preserve and carefully maintain this dependence which has been, down to this very last hour, the principle and source of our prosperity, of our liberty, of our real independence."\textsuperscript{18} Colonists may not have all enjoyed the same privileges or obligations, but they worked within a "web of dependency" built upon class and deference that kept the community together. This "web" threatened to tear as colonists accused England of overstepping their authority.

As tension increased between the colonists and Great Britain, a new significance was placed on independence. Other factors contributed to this emphasis as well. For example, the influence of the Enlightenment stressed the "natural rights" of the individual to self-determination and self-government. Moreover, the development of a market economy pulled men out of their homes for work and actual material profit, which encouraged individual competition among men. Even the Great Awakening stressed individual relationships with God. Yet, while a new emphasis on individuality may have been advancing, Revolutionary ideology greatly accelerated independence into a positive goal for American men.

\textsuperscript{17} Rotundo, 13.  
One way colonists defined “independence” in positive terms was to contrast it to “dependence,” which in effect, stripped “dependence” of its voluntary connotations.19 Colonists felt that Great Britain had violated the system of dependency that had kept crown and subjects tied together for hundreds of years. They believed the crown broke the intimate, reciprocal relationship by taking English liberties away and imposing unfair taxes, rules, and regulations. Citizens of Massachusetts in 1776 declared that Britain had “lost their love to freedom, they have lost their spirit of just resentment; we therefore renounce with disdain our connection with a kingdom of slaves.”20 Independence from England meant freedom from tyranny, while dependence on England became strongly associated with powerlessness, effeminacy, weakness, and slavery of the colonies. This had dire consequences for women, blacks (slave and free), and propertyless men, who retained their dependent status after the break from England.

Through the new notion of citizenship, colonists gave up their subjected status and pledged allegiance to a new American nation. Thus, a system of voluntary state citizenship developed that recognized adult white men and women as citizens, but assumed married women’s dependence. Colonists rejected virtual representation in Parliament, yet applied it to colonial legislatures and families. American leaders assumed that dependents shared identical interests with those who could vote. “Generally speaking, women and Children have as good judgement, and as independent Minds as those men who are wholly destitute of Property,” explained John Adams. He continued, “these last being to all Intents and Purposes as much dependent on others, who will
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please to feed, cloathe, and employ them, as women upon their Husbands, or Children on
their Parents. 21 Hence, many men balked at the idea of women being part of an
independent group, capable of making self-interested decisions. Instead, women were to
fuse themselves into the identity of their husbands. This sustained the image that
representative power remained centered in the family.

Abigail Adams is good example of a woman who defined her independence on
the Adams’ farm during the Revolution as a form of dependence on her husband.
Although she asked her husband to “remember the ladies,” she viewed women as the
ultimate helpmate of their husbands. Her energies to keep the family business running
smoothly were an extension of her husband’s interest. Thus, even though gender
relations were upset, as they are with every war, women had no avenue to gain
independence. After the war, they remained confined to the domestic sphere, expected to
marry and stay subordinate to their husbands.

The property-holding qualification ultimately solidified the new meaning
of citizenship. To be eligible for the franchise, one had to be adult, male, and own
property. Thus, women would not be able to vote even if they remained single property-
holders, or became property-holding widows. Citizenship was ultimately an individual
act, and because one had to own property to vote, citizenship became intricately tied to
economic interest. Furthermore, because independence was such a powerful force in
defining the new American man — for as stated earlier, even propertyless men could
reach for the new “American dream” of economic prosperity — colonists continually

20 Dudley, 130.
characterized "dependence" as a negative and feminine characteristic. Thus, independence, citizenship, and economic interest became intricately tied together to define not only the American nation, but American manhood as well.

"Liberty," much like "independence," was also assigned a distinctive American meaning. Countryman argues that the Revolution and its aftermath marked the transition to capitalism with "liberty" as the central ideological symbol. One of the reasons "liberty" became a major mark of the Revolution was partly because of the openness of the term. "Liberty" implied many types of diverse freedoms, including individual, civic, sovereign, communal, "gospel," and legal freedom. Yet, not all English subjects were entitled to the same liberties. With the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, colonists emphasized economic liberty and its tie to communities. Hence, the "liberty" of a community's right to control their economy changed from preserving a deferential and structured way of life to a "natural" and equal way of life where men united through a sanctioned and national idea of economic freedom.

Traditionally "ownership meant having a badge of community membership, not a commodity for trade." English liberty stressed the freedom for individual communities to control their economies through price controls, "mob" rule, and shutting off trade from outside markets. The meaning of "liberty" had always been bound up closely with the "gritty" reality of unfreedom. Yet, English "liberty" protected subjects from tyranny and unchecked authority of the government and crown. When colonists
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22 Countryman, 124-125. 
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accused Britain of taking colonial liberties away, they employed “liberty” in the traditional English sense of preserving English rights. Many colonists placed resistances, such as against the Stamp Act, in the context of British history. The Connecticut Assembly explained in reference to the Stamp Act that “if these internal taxation take place,” English liberty will be destroyed, for colonists “will no longer enjoy that fundamental privilege of Englishmen whereby, in special, they are denominated a free people.” This reference to British freedom sounded quite similar to rhetoric used thirty years earlier when Londoners were protesting the gin excise. “If we are English men let us show we have English spirits and not tamely submit to the yoak just ready to be fastened about our necks.” As tensions increased, and the Declaration of Independence was written, colonists began forming a new definition of “liberty” that emphasized a broader American economy.

The United States Constitution became the document that sanctioned a new market economy, protecting citizen’s rights to compete for material gain. This was a radical change from the idea that communities were at liberty to regulate their own trade and keep commerce subordinate to social well-being. The Constitution “and the jurisprudence that flowed from it were to be authoritative, even hegemonic in American society.” It opened the way for industrialization and commercialization, took away customary rights of communities to close against outside markets, and formed a general law that would prevail against custom.

25 Countryman, 125.
26 Dudley, 56.
27 As quoted in Countryman, 130-131.
28 Countryman, 138.
Ultimately, personal economic liberty and civic political liberty increasingly became congruent, which again marginalized women’s access to liberty. Liberty’s link to economic freedom tied men into a consolidated group and forced women, slaves, and other dependents to question what liberty meant for them. They had access to abstract notions of liberty as part of the nation, but no practical access to economic liberty as men possessed.

“Virtue” transformed from a public, masculine attribute into a feminine characteristic where women were expected to instill patriotism and morals into future Americans. Virtue was the most valued quality defining individual commitment to the American Republican cause. One reason was that both classical republicanism and Protestant traditions stressed the value of public virtue and a good relationship between the rulers and the populace. Virtue’s transformation away from a masculine towards a feminine ideal altered and solidified gender distinctions of the new nation.

Traditionally, the meaning of “virtue” stemmed from the Latin root “vir” which meant man, and thus “virtus” meant those qualities that made up a “real man.” Virtuous men were “exemplary citizens . . . daring soldiers and inspired orators – those who risked danger and won glory in valiant defense of liberty.” Intrinsic in this meaning was the idea that men had a self-sacrificial obligation to the state as well as to their ruler. “Glory is the reward of honourable toils, and public fame is the just retribution for public service,” explained minister John Hurt before Virginia troops in 1777, “the love of which is so connected to virtue, that it seems scarcely possible to be

29 Bloch, 41.
possessed of the latter without some degree of the former." Thus, throughout the Revolutionary war, virtue remained an inherently male characteristic.

As the deferential and communal system began to break down, so did the male public meaning of virtue. Men were creating a government where the conditions of independence from Britain and economic and civic liberty depended on factional competition and balanced government. No longer would the self-sacrificial ideal of the "communal man" form the basis of good government, but rather "reason, justice and Enlightenment" would underpin the new American government. As the nation built around the Constitution, public virtue was relocated outside of the state in the institutional base of churches, schools, and families – not in the military of participatory government.

Women also traditionally had been able to possess qualities of virtue, but they were exclusively private virtues of sexual purity, piety, temperance, frugality, and work in a useful calling. As men built a world where self-sacrificial virtue gave them no benefit, women increasingly assumed a larger role in the task of state building. Thus, a feminine notion of virtue took on political significance and women expressed this through the role of Republican Motherhood.

The development of Republican Motherhood demonstrates how the meaning of "virtue" changed into a specific female attribute. Instead of men having a civic duty to the community, women began to embody the civic need by indirectly influencing future
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generations of Americans. "How should it enflame the desire of the mothers and daughters of our land to be the occasions of so much good to themselves and others!" proclaimed minister William Lyman in 1802, he proceeded, "You will easily see that here is laid the basis of public virtue; of union peace and happiness in society . . . Mothers do, in a sense, hold the reins of government and sway the ensigns of national prosperity and glory."34

As women began presiding over the morals of the nation, a new distinction between men and women formed. "Virtue" had originally separated men into two groups – ones committed to public service versus the men who pursued the "Sheba" of self-interest. However, as virtue lost its public appeal, the newfound difference could be seen through the gendered roles of self-interested men and virtuous women. In effect, this new distinction between men and women "eased the process by which all white men (whether rich or poor, individually 'virtuous' or not) could become political actors and all women could not."35 This transition of virtue sharpened boundaries between the sexes to the degree that both domestic and legal reformers struggled to understand their indirect political role that denied them real decision-making power.

Changes in these terms demonstrate how America formed along gendered lines. Women became a foil for men's as well as the nation's identity. Because of the empowering words of "independence," "liberty," and "virtue," women continued to be included within the sovereignty of the United States. Yet, they were excluded from the actual power that independence and liberty gave to men. Furthermore, they were
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relegated to the supportive and "virtuous" role of Republican Motherhood that veiled the fact that they had no direct political power. Frustrations among some women consequently increased as the nation moved into the nineteenth century.

The National Family

Gendered imagery developed alongside the changing terminology. Major images of the Revolution illuminate the way men viewed their emerging identity, as well as how they viewed women in relation to men. Within this examination one must question the power symbolic images had on colonists, because like language, images readjust parallel to a group's or individual's understanding of his or her situation. The example that has been most persistent until the present-day is the icon of the family to reflect national ideology. Colonists began to reject hierarchical and deferential social structures, and hence, a new model of the family was necessary to organize society. Before the American Revolution, British subjects viewed the family as a mini-structure of government with the father/king as the patriarchal ruler of the household/subjects. Altering gender relations before the Revolution made it possible for the family to be transformed into a symbol of the American nation. In the eyes of most Americans, "natural" hierarchy replaced the arbitrary tyranny and patriarchy of "traditional" families.36

To show this imagery more specifically, take one of the most famous images of the Révolution – the "Sons of Liberty." These men had "naturally" outgrown the need of
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a father. Thomas Paine reached colonists with this idea in 1776 with the pamphlet *Common Sense* insisting that the “Father of His People” had violated the “names of parent and child.” He asked colonists to approach the idea of dependence “on the principles of nature and common sense” and to understand “the independency of the Continent, as an event which sooner or later must arrive, so from the late rapid progress of the *Continent to Maturity*, the event could not be far off.” Paine’s use of family imagery expressed the “natural” progression from dependent sons to independent brothers, as the “sons” of liberty suggests. This growth to maturity also called for the “hardy” and “robust” action of adult colonial men “ready to face danger and death,” because they no longer were under the protection of their father.

“Liberty” or Mother America, on the other hand, became a symbol and national icon for “freedom” and “independence” – or something that her sons must defend. They defended not only their right to freedom, but also the “purity” of “liberty” that could easily be “ravished” and corrupted by the tyranny (or rapist attitudes) of Britain. As Paine claimed, tyranny was something “nature cannot forgive” and asked “as well can the lover forgive the ravisher of his mistress, as the Continent forgive the murders of Britain [?]” Moreover, in contrast to Mother America, England was characterized as an “old, wrinkled, withered, worn-out hag” – a mother unable to control her rebellious sons, or
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(usually) as a corrupted prostitute-mother helping the father/king produce “a kingdom of
slaves.”

From this formation of a “new” family of Americans, one recognizes the
supportive, symbolic role allotted to women. “Mother liberty” becomes an unchanging
ideal of pure, uncorrupted freedom that must be protected by her united sons, lest she
become a prostitute of the tyrannical king. With independence from Britain, Mother
liberty developed into the ideal of Republican Motherhood, instilling patriotism and
virtue into her children. Again, the idea of women fulfilling the patriotic duty of
“mothering” and nurturing future generations of Americans became a national icon.

In a world rejecting hierarchical forms of societal structure, new family imagery
justified “natural” hierarchy in a nation based on equality. Men would take control
through defensive measures to protect their sisters, wives, and children, while women
would continue to fulfill an enlarged domestic sphere. Moreover, “natural progress” —
like the development of children into adults — became a model for national progress.
This enabled nation-building, however “violent” and “murderous,” to be “legitimized as
the progressive unfolding of natural decree.”

The active role played by men and the symbolic role allotted to women in the
family reveals another compelling element within the imagery of the “new” American
family. Thomas Nairn has identified the “modern Janus” within the study of nation.42
Both backward and forward-looking, a nation is a “regressive, jingoistic, militaristic
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warfare state visage versus a progressive community-building ‘welfare state’ countenance.” Put in terms of the American experience, gender dichotomies increasingly became emphasized to such a degree that women took on the static image of national tradition (“inert, backward looking, and natural,”) while men took on the role of national modernity (“forward-thrusting, potent, and historic.”) Symbolic and static imagery of the traditional national mother in need of defense by her brave sons further explains why a radical change in male identity could take place while gender expectations of women remained roughly uniform. A separate sphere ideology ensured progress and conservation at the same time. Thus, men could move the nation forward through aggressive competition in the new market economy, while women could conserve the “virtuous” qualities of the nation through instilling morals and patriotism into their children.

The force that manipulating words and images had on colonists’ understanding of themselves as Americans was tremendous. “Independence,” “liberty,” and “virtue” all helped to define a distinctly American nation, while the image of the national family solidified a separate sphere ideology. The manipulation of these terms show how gender dichotomies were increasingly stressed to define masculinity, which in effect created a separate sphere ethos. Even though femininity embodied opposite and negative
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When compared to masculinity, women did receive an indirect political responsibility with the nation through Republican Motherhood. Yet, men manipulated rhetoric and symbols throughout the Revolutionary period that worked to consolidate hegemonic control over dependent groups. This in turn caused women to try to form a positive identity based upon the narrow limitations of Republican Motherhood and exclusion from the public arena.

The following chapters examine the strategy and success of two different groups of women. Domestic theoretician Catharine Beecher recognized the gendered aspects of the new nation, but chose not to challenge the overriding paradigm. Instead, much like the male Revolutionary generation, she manipulated national meaning and rhetoric into a positive definition for women. Legal reformers, on the other hand, directly challenged national definitions that identified women as dependent and incapable for public or political action. While much of their strategy centered on raising Americans' consciousness about women’s actual legal and social position, they were not successful at breaking down masculine hegemonic control.
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CHAPTER 3

CONSERVATIVE CATALYST CATHARINE BEECHER

The woman who is rearing a family of children; the woman who labors in the schoolroom; the woman who . . . earns with her needle, the mite to contribute for the intellectual and moral elevation of her country; even the humble domestic . . . all may be cheered by the consciousness, that they are agents in accomplishing the greatest work that ever was committed to human responsibility.1

The last chapter demonstrated how definitions changed in Revolutionary America to create a new national and masculine identity. These definitions stressed gender distinctions as never before and made clear a positive white male identity. While this new identity remained in flux for many men in the first half of the nineteenth century, independence and liberty remained hallmark identity-defining terms towards which these men could continually work. Female identity, however, was not so clear cut and easily defined in the eyes of many white women.

Women remained subjects in a self-proclaimed and independent nation. Even with the indirect political role of Republican Motherhood, women’s frustrations increased throughout the nineteenth century. The transition to commercial capitalism and expanding industrialization continued to marginalize women’s contributions in the home.
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1 Catharine E. Beecher, Treatise on Domestic Economy, for the use of Young Ladies at Home, and at School (Boston: Marsh, Capen, Lyon, and Webb, 1841), 14.
White, middle-class women were increasingly dependent on male breadwinners, not just for economic support, but also to assure their social peers that they did not have to leave the home to seek a supplementary income. Moreover, women witnessed a growth in the number of white men who could vote when the property qualification was annulled in the 1830s. The “age of the common man” obviously did not include women (or slaves and Native Americans). Thus, many women tried to understand their dependent status in a positive and new light. Catharine Beecher was one of these women, and in many ways she succeeded in shaping a positive female identity within the confines of the male-defined nation.

Beecher worked within the definitions of the new nation and reconciled the tension that many women began to recognize during the Jacksonian age. She straddled a fence. On one side was the older, ordered culture of her Calvinist father Lyman Beecher, while on the other was an appealing new culture of seeming chaos unleashed by “naïve” and clashing ideas on equality and individualism. Catharine’s answer was not simply to choose which side of the fence she wanted to be on; instead, she sought to tear the fence down and reconcile her tense world. Because Beecher worked to understand her femaleness in a male-defined world, she is representative of many other white, northern, middle-class women of the nineteenth century. More importantly, however, she helped to further the aims and consolidate national definitions of man and womanhood by becoming one of the most influential domestic theoreticians of Antebellum America. She thus shaped women’s strategy, entry, and participation within the political realm, as well
as sensitized the rest of American culture for the acceptance of women into the public arena.

Important experiences in Beecher’s life shaped her female identity. She was unable to experience Christian conversion, to the dismay of her Calvinist father. This set a new “worldly” course for Catharine where she emphasized humanitarian (not necessarily secular) accomplishments. She began defining alternatives to shaping moral behavior based not on piety and fear of an angry god, but instead on the female ability to instill goodness in children through education. After years of perseverance, Beecher failed to form a moral department in her Hartford school; moving to Cincinnati, she failed again. The 1830s marked her “trials” of gaining elite respect and support, and she began developing her conservative ideology through a number of essays, including *Suggestions Respecting Improvements in Education, The Education of Female Teachers*, and *Slavery and Abolition*. Through her writing, Catharine began to realize a strategy (of working within the constraints of nation) that would work to reach her goal as a transmitter of American culture.

The success of *A Treatise on Domestic Economy* in 1841 solidified Beecher’s goal to create separate, yet complimentary gender relations throughout the nation. Widely read and accepted, the book expressed the aim for a valued space for women in partnership with men – something for which she would continually strive. Beecher recognized and constantly struggled within the narrow confines prescribed to her as a woman, which is what makes her such a compelling case study. She did not simply accept the gendered expectations placed upon her, but worked for a broader acceptance of
women’s “sphere of usefulness” by manipulating national beliefs. In brief, Beecher designed an argument that elevated women to a moral sphere, not because it was their natural role, but because it would ensure the integrity and health of the new republic. Moreover, her concentration on ordering gender relations excluded lower class, black (slave and free) and immigrant families from her vision of societal order, which made her argument more acceptable to an already exclusive national model.

A Change of Heart

Born in 1800, Catharine Beecher was immersed in an emerging national culture that sanctioned individualism. Not all Americans agreed with these “selfish” notions, and this was particularly evident in Catharine’s Calvinist upbringing. Minister Lyman Beecher was notorious for his revivalism throughout the Long Island region and struggled to preserve an older hierarchical order of “communal men.” Yet, if anyone molded and shaped the ambitious and autonomous nature of Catharine Beecher it was her father. As the first child and the “best boy he ever had,” Catharine enjoyed intimate time with her father touring the farm settlements of his parish. She also recognized the power her father wielded over his parishioners as well as the Beecher household. Later in life, Catharine remembered how her “house became in reality a school of the highest kind, in
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which he was all the while exerting a powerful influence upon the mind and character of his children.”

Catharine admired and envied this power of authority, and at an early age she too yearned to “be head.” These feelings towards autonomy and self-determination would prove to be the most difficult for Catharine to cope with as she approached adulthood, for her Calvinist religion expected her to submit her will first to God and then to a husband. Beecher thoroughly enjoyed her carefree youth, however, remembering it as “a period of unalloyed happiness . . . there is an impression of sunshine, love, and busy activity, without any memory of a jar or cloud.” Much of Catharine’s happiness came from the freedom she was granted to explore her individuality and talents within the Beecher home as well as in school. Her father’s influence and example dominated her life, yet her education also nourished and encouraged a certain degree of self-assertion.

Through “sociability” and “self-confidence,” Catharine easily rose to the top of Miss Pierce’s school in her early adolescent years. An academy for young ladies, the school stressed religious and moral instruction over academics to cultivate “refined manners” and make young women agreeable to their elders and peers. For example, each student kept a “private” journal. The best entries were read in front of the class, and thus students recorded their private thoughts in a way that would be presentable and acceptable for public scrutiny. Though her journals have not survived, Catharine took pleasure in reading hers aloud. Moreover, the school allowed Catharine to develop a
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formalized role as leader of her friends through theatrics. She enjoyed creating dramas that were performed for the community; as her biographer Kathryn Kish Sklar argues, it enabled her to "order" and understand "experience," a characteristic that would persist throughout Beecher's life. In short, Catharine's scholastic experiences taught her how to express herself socially, which would later become a principal part of her life.

The emphasis her school experience placed on social consciousness and the dominant influence by Lyman hindered Catharine's ability to experience religious conversion a few years later in her life. In her twenty-first year, Lyman began pressuring his daughter to start the conversion process. She was not only ready to leave the household, but had also accepted the marriage proposal of Alexander Fisher. Calvinist religion expected every person to "strip" before God and expose his or her sinful and unworthy self before Him. The process began with the "soul's awakening to its neglect of God, followed by a profound conviction of its sinful state, and finally the soul's repentance of its sins and full submission to God." Yet, Catharine wrestled with and recognized the difference of her experience when compared to that of her brothers. While both men and women must submit to the will of God, men could recover their sense of independence and self. Women, on the other hand, submitted first to God and then to a husband. Catharine became torn between the example of her mother, who submerged her identity into the character of Lyman, and the overbearing example of her father. Catharine quietly resisted submission.
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Not quite a year later in May, Beecher found out about her fiancé’s death at sea. She struggled to accept the fact that Fisher died unconverted and—in Calvinist belief—damned. Her father informed her of his death through a letter providing comforting words on how to live with sorrow. He then asked Catharine what she would now do,

> Will you turn at length to God, and set your affections on things above, or cling to the shipwrecked hopes of earthly good? Will you send your thoughts to heaven and find peace, or to the cliffs, and winds, and waves of Ireland, to be afflicted, tossed with tempest and not comforted?

Fisher’s death did not weaken Catharine’s resistance, and if anything it only reinforced her will. She could not believe that Fisher was condemned to hell. Writing to her brother in June she cried, “Oh, Edward, where is he now? Are the noble faculties of such a mind doomed to everlasting woe, or is he now with our dear mother in the mansions of the blessed?” She would be able to answer this question by the beginning of the New Year. Yet, before this was possible, she would have to establish emotional independence from her father and assert her own religious beliefs.

Catharine never entirely became free from Lyman’s dominant influence, and he remained a looming force in her life. However, part of her problem with conversion was her reluctance to leave the Beecher household, and in a sense, channel her loyalties away from her family. Moreover, she was unable to accept her previous twenty years as nothing more than sinful attachment to worldly concerns. In a revealing letter to her father, Catharine characterized herself as a “helpless frail bark” trying to make its way through a “swift current no mortal could ever stem.” She observed that there is “One
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standing upon the shore who can relieve my distress, who is all powerful to save; but He regards me not.” Lyman quickly answered her call for help by assuming the persona of God: “I saw that frail boat,” he said, and “I have pressed on through tears and blood to her rescue.” He explained that the “outstretched hand” had gone unnoticed for years, and unless Catharine chose to submit, “the stream will roll on, and the bark, the oar, and the voyager be seen no more.”10 Lyman, unable to give the emotional strength for which Catharine sought, refused her distress signals. While the “One” Catharine referred to was God, she also called for her “One” influential father to guide her and provide some new answers for her. Lyman kept his distance, however, and continued to encourage Catharine’s submission to God. This distance provided the space for Catharine’s emotional self to grow.

By the beginning of 1823, Catharine confidently took a stand on religion in opposition to her father. She explained that “I must believe this; it is the only way in which I can perceive or realize that God is merciful and good... and that he is a rewarder of those who diligently seek him.” She continued:

I believe that a merciful Savior has not left him [Fisher] to perish at last; and that in the Day of Judgement we shall find that God is influenced in bestowing his grace by the efforts of men; that he does make the needful distinction between virtue and vice; and that there was more reason to hope for one whose whole life had been an example of excellence, than for one who had spent all his days in guilt and sin...11

Catharine’s emphasis on Fisher’s “example of excellence” partly came from her reading of his private journal, where she found that Fisher was also unable to experience

10 Boydston, Kelley, and Margolis, 32-33.
11 Boydston, Kelley, and Margolis, 34-35 emphasis added.
conversion. Thus, she was not only justifying Fisher's goodness to her father, but her own as well.

This was Catharine's first step in forming a "worldly" stance on moral behavior and religion. Rather than realizing one's utter sinfulness and unworthiness, she believed that a person could seek salvation and morality through specific "efforts" and "example[s] of excellence." Living a moral life would include both following the word of God as well as shaping moral behavior within the community. Lyman obviously disagreed and later provided Catharine with the "arguments and exhortations" that she expected. Yet, he did not reject his daughter as unorthodox, even when her primary concern shifted to shaping this new form of humanitarian morality that centered itself on "worldly" attentions and concerns.

Soon after asserting her emotional self to her father, Catharine founded the Hartford Female Seminary. Within six years, the school became renowned for its advances in education for women that provided alternatives to traditional "dame" and "finishing" schools. In addition to an array of rigorous subjects, Catharine also included religion. As her first experiment with shaping the moral behavior of her students, she started leading her own revivals in 1826. "We have a little meeting every day after school for scholars in my room. From 20 to 30 usually attend . . ."12 Catharine was using her "efforts" and "example" to help her young students through the conversion process. She emulated her father's technique of social leadership, yet, as a woman, came dangerously close in challenging the position of ministers.
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Unable to experience conversion herself, Catharine’s attempt to convert others may seem contradictory. However, she was in a process of forming new Victorian ethos that held that society could be perfected through building institutions and shaping morality. Catharine accomplished building a successful institution for women in Hartford, yet as she set out to combine the roles of educator and minister in a specific moral department, her efforts were never quite realized. She needed more experience to gain support from influential and wealthy elite.

Moreover, Catharine set out to merge morality and behavior. She felt that it was a mother’s role to cultivate moral behavior, and by living and acting morally, one could seek salvation. Ultimately, Catherine’s inability to experience a “change of heart” and submit her will to God and the untimely death of her fiancé steered her into the direction she would head for the rest of her life. New England culture expected both of these experiences from women, and if Catharine did not marry, her options for any kind of independent life remained narrow. Because of the prominence and influence of the Beecher family, Catharine’s opportunities to lead a single life were enhanced. Yet, she did not accept the conventional expectation of “spinsterhood,” and instead became determined to support herself. She constantly pushed at the limits that national and masculine definitions placed upon her. When she encountered gendered boundaries, as she did when she decided to remain independent, she struggled for new definitions that would justify her decisions to her family and community.
Through “trial by error” Catharine was able to fashion an acceptable rhetoric for her future goals. As she emphasized her ideas on moral behavior, she believed that one way to cultivate this new conduct was through an atmosphere where moral behavior was never allowed to lapse. Therefore, she developed an idea for a boarding school for girls where their moral development would be supervised along with their intellectual development. The idea of a boarding school for girls was new to most Americans, and for the most part, they did not condone the idea. Catharine struggled to secure the funds in 1829 for her venture, but in the end failed. Taking the school as far as she felt she could in Hartford, in 1833 she agreed to move West to Cincinnati with her father. While Lyman struggled to evangelize and convert the inhabitants, she struggled to bring an intellectual and moral education to the female population through her Western Female Institute. Throughout her time in Cincinnati, Catharine fine tuned a rhetoric and strategy that made her one of the most influential and best known women of Antebellum America.

To gain the support from influential men and women of America, Catharine followed the example set by her father, meeting with influential men and advocating her cause. She not only needed economic support for her schools, but she required social support and encouragement from the community as well. More importantly, however, are the arguments she used to convince men and women of her objective for female education and shaping moral behavior. In a nation based on masculine identity, Beecher
stressed a reciprocal component of the value of female moral influence in the home and school. This was not a reiteration of dichotomous male/female, independent/dependent realms. Rather, Catharine’s goal was for women’s moral power independent from male dominance. Thus, women could have a positive, independent and progressive identity in a nation that defined them as dependent and conservative.

In contrast to her early letters that reveal her developing ideas on morality, these years are documented with a series of essays that demonstrate her approach to gain broad support from influential groups of Americans. These essays argued why Americans should support her cause, and she often wrote after and during considerable opposition to her plans. Three examples of her writing demonstrate the solidification of Beecher’s ideology and strategy before her most famous and influential book, *A Treatise on Domestic Economy*. Her *Suggestions Respecting Improvements in Education* placed the teacher and the mother as the female counterpart of the minister. It justified women’s education as an extension of the domestic sphere by arguing that only through education could women “form the mind of man.”13 The *Essay on the Education of Female Teachers* supplied the ideas for a national system of education where women (as teachers) would begin first in Cincinnati, and then move to other important “stations in the nation” to teach. This essay, as well as the *Essay on Slavery and Abolition*, demonstrated a striking new element. Both argued that the nation’s ideals of independence and democracy depended on the education and moral development of women.
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In 1829, Beecher wrote her first piece arguing for the education and moral development of females in *Suggestions Respecting Improvements in Education*. Beecher envisioned an enthusiastic Hartford community as the financial beneficiaries of a complementing moral department in her seminary. Her first attempt at securing funds failed because it challenged traditional ideas of most Americans about girls leaving their homes for a boarding school. Furthermore, Catharine introduced new notions of the evangelical element in her school, replacing the influence of clergymen with the “true ministers” of the world—women. She asked, “What is the true profession of a Woman? Is it not to form immortal minds and to watch, to nurse, and to rear the bodily system?” She argued that too often this education was neglected, swept aside as a “simple and easy affair.” Yet, cultivating “a well balanced mind” was the only way to prepare women for their “peculiar” duties. She continued:

> She needs the discrimination, the solidity, and the force of character which the cultivation of the reasoning powers confers; she needs the refinement of taste, the chastened glow of imagination, the powers of quick perception, and of ready invention. Which of these shall we say a woman may dispense with in preparing herself for future duties?^{14}

At the time of publication, this argument failed to convince enough Hartford men that women needed this “peculiar” education. Yet Catharine continued with and refined this argument for the rest of her life, eventually convincing many men and women of her cause.

Unable to realize her goal of creating a moral department in Hartford, Catharine moved West with her father in 1833 and agreed wholeheartedly with his concern that
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The moral destiny of our nation . . . turns on the character of the West.”16 In Cincinnati, Catharine tried again to gain financial and social support from the community to create a model female institute. Yet, the Beecher family became labeled “abolitionist troublemakers.” “Westerners” rejected the superiority of Lyman’s Calvinist evangelical influence and Catharine’s civilizing techniques. Catharine continued her plight, however, and in 1835 presented an Essay on the Education of Females to New Yorkers. The Essay contained a new component that would become a dominant part of her future writings—an emphasis on national health.

Throughout the Essay Catharine listed “object[s] to be aimed at in regard to female education,” including “rendering female institutions permanent,” “remedy[ing] the desultory, irregular, and very superficial course of education” among women, “introduc[ing] intellectual and moral discipline” into schools, and providing “suitable facilities for instruction.”17 However, the most important element of her essay argued for the “necessity of virtuous intelligence in the mass of community.”18 She made it clear the “mass” of society kept marching West, and if the “civilization” of New England did not follow, they might “inevitably run loose to wild misrule, anarchy, and crime.” Her conclusion and argument received wide acceptance from her New York audience: “For a nation to be virtuous and religious, the females of that nation must be deeply imbued with these principles: for just as the wives and mothers sink or rise in the scale of virtue
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intelligence and piety, the husbands and the sons will rise or fall.” The only way for women to be “principled” was through intellectual and moral education. Furthermore, women must be allowed to exercise this moral influence through specific institutions, or the nation “will be dashed in pieces, amid all the terrors of the wild fanaticism, infidel recklessness, and political strife, of an ungoverned, ignorant, and unprincipled populace.”

A last example reflects Catharine’s millennialist feelings about the nation. The public debate through essays exchanged between Angelina Grimke and Catharine in 1837 reveal Catharine’s emphasis on national health and unity. She criticized the behavior of the Grimke sisters’ direct abolitionist efforts to enlist women into the Abolitionist movement. Catharine identified two main reasons that she was against the Grimke sisters’ activism. First, they were struggling outside of their community, and, as women, they should only use indirect passive influence to reach their goals. While Catharine loudly called for support from New England and Cincinnati, who labeled her an outsider, she seemed almost too quick to attack the cause of the Grimke sisters.

By refuting the Grimke sisters’ call to Northern women, however, Catharine utilized another avenue to gain public support. Abolition did not yet have widespread support in the 1830s. Because Lyman and Catharine had been labeled “abolitionist troublemakers,” this was a way for Catharine to regain lost respectability among influential groups of Americans, as well as push her own agenda to place women in a specific sphere of influence. Consequently, she put forth her argument in her reply to the
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Grimke sisters that the health of American democracy depended on the education of women and the subsequent instilling of patriotism and morality in future generations. Abolitionist work, especially direct actions from women, embodied divisive means and would eventually tear the nation apart, “because it leads them [women] into the arena of political collision.” Direct action does not allow women to fill their subordinate role “as peaceful mediators” that “hush the opposing elements, but as combatants to cheer up and carry forward the measures of strife.”

Beecher wrote these essays, as well as others, in response and defense to the public reaction she received. Through them, one can easily identify the core of her ideology. Yet, her argument was for more than just “separate spheres.” Her goal was for a space for women that would be as equally valued as the space allotted to men. She wanted a positive identity for women, as well as for herself. She wanted a respected place for women to exert their influence if they chose not to marry. And finally, she wanted all this without threatening the national model that emerged from the revolution. Hence, she did not want to challenge hegemonic manhood, and she did not want to challenge racial and cultural lines that splintered America. She thought that only through standardizing the relationship between the sexes could a perfect society come into existence. She hoped that this new space for women would ultimately have more power and influence on American culture than the political sphere. The mothers truly would shape the morals of young children in a Christian manner – teaching how to overcome factional interest, greed, and materialism.
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The Necessary Nature of Women

Catharine Beecher’s *Treatise on Domestic Economy* was a culmination of her previous essays, and it achieved national acclaim and acceptance. It contained forty chapters that addressed every aspect of what should concern women, including chapters on preparing food, drink, and clothing, developing habits of cleanliness, exercise, manners, charity, and expense, and caring for domestics, infants, young children, and the sick. It also contained chapters dealing with the common knowledge of the household such as the construction of the house, danger of fires, and general chores of washing, cleaning, and gardening. While this is an exhaustive list, it was quite practical for many young women beginning a household of their own. With an increasingly mobile world, new brides often no longer had the help from their mothers in establishing and running a home.

Besides its practicability, the *Treatise* also had an ulterior motive. It possessed the elements that women should maintain to ensure national unity and stability. The first two chapters of the book outlined the “peculiar responsibilities and difficulties of American women.”22 Women, argued Beecher, must be trained for their true profession – it did not matter if they exerted their moral influence in the home or classroom, as long they were correctly trained to instill moral values. She stressed the ultimate ideal of womanhood as that of the mother on which the success or failure of society rested.
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Women should fill the subordinate social expectation of the nation because “society could never go forward, harmoniously, nor could any craft or profession be successfully pursued, unless these superior and subordinate relations be instituted and sustained.”

Beecher quoted Tocqueville at length to explain clearly and justify her ideals of “true” womanhood. She claimed that his “intelligence, fidelity, and ability, ranks second to none.” Democracy in America influenced Catharine’s ideas greatly for she agreed wholeheartedly with Tocqueville’s impression of Americans: “The Americans have applied to the sexes the great principle of political economy, which governs the manufactories of our age, by carefully dividing the duties of man from those of woman, in order that the great work of society may be better carried on.” Moreover, Catharine was intrigued with how he argued that the “prosperity and growing strength” of Americans should be attributed “to the superiority of their women.” It was as if Tocqueville could read the mind of Beecher, and see her strategy to elevate the sphere of woman.

Even though Catharine agreed with Tocqueville’s claim that men and women filled separate, complementary roles in American society, she realized that this was not the case for most American women. An obvious neglect in women’s mental and intellectual development existed that needed to be remedied through a national system of education. She argued, “Let the women of a country be made virtuous and intelligent,
and the men will certainly be the same... The proper education of a man decides the welfare of an individual; but educate a woman and the interests of a whole family are secured."27 Beecher's argument was appealing to many women who viewed education as a "liberating enterprise," and because of her emphasis on the supportive moral station women should fill, national and masculine identities remained unchallenged.

Emphasis on female moral superiority and gender distinctions consolidated national definitions of manhood and womanhood. Catharine ultimately wanted to convince women of their "peculiar" duty to form solid "characters and habits" so that they could use them to influence their families. Only women, unenfranchised and "selfless," could be entrusted with shaping the moral and intellectual character of future Americans. An American woman had no self-centered or interested notions that could corrupt her influence upon children, for as Catharine argued, their highest goal was to raise the Christian and democratic principles of the nation to a higher ground.

Because Beecher chose to work within the dominant national model, she emphasized gender as the main way to organize American society. This made it impossible for many lower class (black, white, and immigrant) women to fulfill her ideal of middle-class domesticity. Beecher's "blindness" to race, class, and region actually made her ideas even more acceptable to a growing middle class. Her domestic ideology often was one way to trivialize larger racial and class problems that were emerging in nineteenth-century America.
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By the time of the Seneca Falls Women’s Rights meeting in 1848, Beecher had achieved many of her goals as a transmitter of moral behavior, attained both through her schools and through her *Treatise*. Her influence is hard to measure, for others such as Sarah Josephina Hale and Horace Bushnell also helped to shape the emerging Victorian culture. However, in a disparate world, she created an order that made sense to many white, middle-class American women who reconciled their dependent status in an independent nation much like Beecher suggested. Furthermore, Beecher did make actual gains for women, especially in the field of education, and without challenging hegemonic masculinity. If it were not for her influence, alongside others, and the justification of her arguments, the antebellum and postbellum women’s rights movements may have taken different turns.
Women [are] like oaks planted in flower pots. When such a thing happens, 'either the oak will be dwarfed, or the flower-pot will break. So we have planted woman in a flower-pot, hemmed her in by restrictions, and when we move to enlarge her sphere, society cries out, "Oh! you'll break the flower-pot!" Well, I say, let it break..."¹

Domestic reformer Catharine Beecher was representative of many women in the antebellum period. She constructed a way to understand and reconcile her frustrations in a gendered nation through justifying women's political and public exclusion. In doing so, she helped solidify national definitions of manhood, womanhood, and family. Yet other women, who experienced similar frustrations as the domestic reformers, began to develop a different ideology and approach to "reconciling the wrongs of woman." Instead of manipulating national definitions, legal reformers directly challenged traditional definitions of manhood and womanhood by calling for equal access to the political sphere. Instead of elaborating upon the family, they rejected the model of a national and "natural" family where the woman remained subject to a father or husband.

And instead of accepting “self-sacrifice” as the pinnacle for female morality, women’s rights activists asserted their claim to individual self-interest.

Historian Sylvia Hoffert argues that antebellum women’s rights activists had to “move beyond the ideology and rhetoric of Republican Motherhood” in order to demand access to the political realm. Some women did develop a new vision of female rights in opposition to the ideals of Republican Motherhood. Yet, Republican Motherhood and the domestic ideology that stemmed from it was a driving force in gaining women access to the public realm. It was not a concept that they necessarily had to “move beyond,” for as Beecher demonstrated, many women consciously chose not to challenge national definitions based upon their ideas of how American democracy should work.

Antebellum legal reformers were also from a different social and economic class than the domestic reformers. The understanding of their place and female identity developed differently from upper-middle class women who worked to preserve their social status rather than for economic stability. Legal reformers generally were a diverse group including self-supporting women and women who had been active in anti-slavery societies, which had often counted blacks as members. This may be one reason that legal reformers sought an all-inclusive model of American democracy.

Legal reformers, like domestic reformers, were searching for a solution to their growing frustrations within the nation. As explained with the case of Beecher, the domestic reformer’s solution came through elevating woman’s sphere to a “separate but
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equal” complementary status with man’s sphere — Christian and democratic ideals depended on this elevation. In contrast, the legal reformer’s answer came through asserting that women should have public equality based on their rights as individuals — again, true democracy depended on this equality. The women’s rights ideology was not necessarily more “progressive” than the other, just more threatening to (male) national definitions. Instead of emphasizing a female sphere, women’s rights activists collectively began to challenge the masculine constructs of nation by calling attention to their rights as individuals.

Women rights activists were limited in how they could confront the hegemonic masculine-defined model of the nation. They did not have the funds to produce numerous written tracts or influence in the wider society, such as their husbands and brothers had. Thus, they had to rely on conventions, petitions, circular letters, and small meetings to try to further their cause. Because of their lack of official organization, which activists saw as a positive, they developed a twofold strategy. First, they wanted to challenge the notion that only men were able to make decisions concerning national affairs. Second, they aspired to convince both men and women that women should be allowed access to equal representation within the political sphere.

An important approach legal reformers practiced to challenge and convince Americans of their objective was through employing specific metaphors to explain their situation. They avoided references to traditional images of motherhood and female moral superiority. Specifically, they began claiming the rights to masculine ideals and images. Their metaphors, analogies, and linguistic devices emulated much of the natural rights
rhetoric of the Revolution. The difference, and largest problem, however, was that these women were trying to redefine an already "masculine" nation. If women were allowed to possess masculine (and national) characteristics of independence, "forward-thrusting" progressiveness, and self-interest, how would the conservative, self-sacrificing female counterpart be preserved? Many, including Beecher, saw the legal reformers' actions as invoking chaos and eventual destruction to American democracy.

By investigating the images that women's right activists claimed based on their rights as individuals, their strategy becomes clear. First, they evoked the image of the slave to characterize their dependent, and powerless position to make decisive decisions that directly affected their lives. Next, activists created images of women "taking up sword and shield" through images of war. They believed that only through the elective franchise could women truly be their own "protectors." Finally, legal reformers portrayed themselves in traditionally male-dominated occupations, such as farmers, architects, and mechanics, all of which contested the idea that women were physically or mentally incapable of productive development. Through challenging the male-defined nation, women believed they could open men's eyes to the narrow and restricted role women were expected to fill, and convince them that women should stand on equal platform as partners with them.
Creating a New Image through Metaphor

One important way women right’s activists challenged the masculine defined nation was through their references to slavery. The image of the slave allowed women to describe their position across a broad spectrum. They argued that they were legally and economically “bound.” As Ernestine Rose explained in 1851, “From the cradle to the grave she is subject to the power and control of man . . . like some piece of merchandise.”

Legal reformers also maintained that they were socially and psychologically “chained.” Lucretia Mott argued at the New York Convention in 1853 that “Woman has long been the mere slave of social custom, the unreasoning victim of conventional cruelty.” Women fought to eradicate these “silly” notions about “woman’s place” through direct public action. Angelina Grimke asserted as early as 1838 that “If we have no right to act, then may we well be termed ‘the white slaves of the North’ – for, like our brethren in bonds, we must seal our lips in silence and despair.”

Two factors help explain the common usage of slave imagery. First, references to slavery had deep roots in “imagining” an English past of direct action to protect “liberty.” For example, the Magna Carta, peasant rebellion of 1381, the overthrow of Charles I, and the memory of Oliver Cromwell all created a heroic sense of how English liberty formed.
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“The efforts of their own ancestors,” then, had a direct impact on the way American colonialists expressed their “subjected” situation on the eve of the Revolution, for revolutionaries saw themselves as fighting against English attempts to make slaves of them. Women’s rights activists emulated this same language of “liberty” to which they felt entitled. They argued that their situation was the same as men’s had been 75 years earlier, and thus men should understand their point of view. Yet, women were also demanding access to a “male” language. During the Revolution, colonialists defined American manhood by what it meant not to be a man, one of which was slavery. American men, above all else, were entitled to liberty, and thus had to throw off the “yoke of British tyranny.” Thus, activists’ arguments appeared more as a challenge to masculinity rather than a depiction of “tyranny” in which men should be able to relate.

A second reason why women reformers used slave imagery was because of their direct link to the Abolition movement. While historians debate the implications of this connection, many women developed egalitarian ideals from their work in abolition. By using slave representations, women were able to understand their own oppression more fully. There was an uneasy parallel between the situation of American slaves and white women. A “common-law foundation” had established “women’s legal enslavement.” As Elizabeth Cady Stanton claimed in the Declaration of Sentiments, “If married,” woman becomes “civilly dead;” she loses “all right to property, even the wages she earns;” furthermore, she is “compelled to promise obedience to her husband,” and man
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becomes “to all intents and purposes, her master – the law giving him power to deprive her of liberty, and to administer chastisement.”9 Mariana Johnson became even more specific at the 1850 convention in Salem; “We believe the whole theory of the Common Law in relation to Woman is unjust and degrading, tending to reduce her to a level with the slave, depriving her of political existence, and forming a positive exception to the great doctrine of equality as set forth in the Declaration of Independence.”10

Ultimately, slave metaphors allowed women to express their grievances in a language that men could understand. On the one hand, women challenged men to think about the legal and social position of their wives and sisters, while on the other, they demanded that men rethink the white, masculine usage of such terms as “liberty” and “independence.”

Another striking metaphor that appeared only before the Civil War was the imagery of war. J. Elizabeth Jones at the Syracuse National Convention of 1852 asserted, “This is a time of progress; and man may sooner arrest the progress of the lightening, or the clouds, or stay the waves of the sea, than the onward march of Truth with her hand on her sword and her banner unfurled.”11 In other words, men could not stop “Truth,” and if they tried, she had her “sword” to defend righteousness. “I am not in the habit of talking much about rights,” Jones continued, “I am one of those who take them.”12 Strong and “militant” language like this run throughout the antebellum women’s rights movement,
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which may seem surprising to historians today. Yet, it provided women with a way to “group” and “rally” together for a common goal, against a common enemy. Women’s rights became a “war with principalities and power, and wickedness in high places, a war with profound ignorance and long cherished prejudice . . .”¹³ Legal reformers defined the vote as their most effectual weapon to gain women rights; it became both their “sword and shield.”¹⁴

Hoffert and Nancy Isenberg argue that references to war must be understood within the political context of the time. Like slavery, it was a male-centered language. The pursuit of politics and war, decidedly male activities, implicitly excluded women. For instance, in the political arena or “battlefield,” “elections were ‘battles,’ party workers were ‘soldiers,’ and parties themselves were ‘armies.’”¹⁵ The Mexican War was ending at the same time women were calling for equal rights. Thus, as with slavery, women were accessing a male language in hopes that men could understand the views of women activists. Activists knew that convincing men in this way would not be easy; Stanton even urged women to “buckle on the armor that can best resist the keenest weapons of the enemy.”¹⁶ They were yet again challenging the meaning of manhood on a different and more intimate level.

Women were challenging masculine identity by claiming the rights to one of the most male-defining realms. The pursuit of war involved a complex and gendered meaning (as it still does today). Intimately tied up with the meaning of war was the
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dividing line of the protectors (men) and the protected (women and children). An example is how American men justified the annexation and conquest of not only Mexican land, but “beautiful senoritas” as well. An “inferior race,” such as Mexican men, “demonstrated their lack of ‘instinct’ for action and ‘risk’” and most importantly in this case were “unable to protect their own women.”\textsuperscript{17} Thus, “the mighty march of civilization” was justified because of the “effeminate” character of Mexican men. American men, in contrast, could “civilize” the land not only through annexation, but also through marrying Mexican women and extinguishing “inferior” blood.

Even deeper within the rhetoric of war was how “military valor” became a crucial part of antebellum political culture.\textsuperscript{18} The “march” westward became the cornerstone for national identity, and was another way to reinforce the connection between manhood and nation. Women’s rights activists opposed the war because they saw it as an extension of slavery into the West. But as implied in the above discussion, their objections held a more complex message.

Military strength insured political privilege. The original meaning of “exemplary citizens,” as described by Machiavelli, were “daring soldiers and inspired orators – those who risked danger and won glory in valiant defense of liberty.”\textsuperscript{19} Yet, women’s rights activists recognized that Manifest Destiny had nothing to do with justice, “chivalrous valor,” or protection, but rather resulted from “ambition, love of glory, desire for
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Military and national rhetoric marginalized women’s contributions during war, and to the nation in general, and instead emphasized “heroic” deeds of military men. Hence, men, the “real” actors in progress, were deserving of political rights. Women became, in Mott’s words, a “cypher in the nation.”

Moreover, activists recognized how all women, not just slave or Mexican women, were “sexual spoils of empire.” Female slaves in bondage, Mexican women, and white women were all “‘victim[s] of false gallantry; ... ‘crippled’ by a ‘lordly and arrogant spirit, a love of dominion.’” Thus, women not only challenged the link between military service and political privilege, but also the idea that war, especially the Mexican war, protected American “liberty” or women.

In addition to slavery and war, legal reformers employed other metaphors that were less challenging to male identity, yet provided another way for women to characterize their oppressed positions. Through producing a new vision of the world in contrast to the present one, they envisioned a world that would allow them equal access to the public sphere. They wanted to “renovate,” not destroy the nation. This process would begin by planting seeds, building structures, and demonstrating that women were a fundamental part of the great “machine” of democracy.

“Planting seeds for the future” was necessary for women before they could begin renovation of the world. “‘The social soil,” explained Ernestine Rose, “is awaiting the plough wielded by woman’s heart and head.” Nature metaphors allowed women to
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express the "natural" evolution of changing conventional and "binding" views of the place women were expected to fill. This type of imagery worked well to explain what would happen to society if Nature was not allowed to evolve naturally. For example, "If the tree is stunted in its growth, one branch does not shoot into surpassing luxuriance."24

Thus, to hinder the correct growth of the nation by "stunting" women's mental abilities would surely lead to "rot" and "decay," for as Clarina Howard Nichols argued, the "dependence of the sexes is mutual," and an equal partnership must be built between men and women.25

Although activists argued that "the Right of Suffrage for Women is... the cornerstone of this enterprise," renovation could not take place until they had an understanding of their tools and the structure they wanted to build.26 In 1852, Lucy Stone warned that women "could not put timbers together, and build a goodly structure, till they knew what materials they had." Eight years later Ernestine Rose continued to emphasize caution, explaining that "we" should behave like an "architect who understands his business" and mark "out not only every hall, and every room, but every niche and corner, every pantry and closet, and even where each specific piece of furniture is to be placed... before the first stone is laid for the edifice."27 Throughout this rhetoric, it is clear that reformers wanted to work together towards a common goal. Part of achieving that goal required repeated statements and resolutions of their vision of a "revolutionized" nation. Thus, images of building a new world together unified and motivated activists.
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Women also sought to show that they were part of a larger machine, where every small part was necessary for its proper functioning. The great "machine" that they referred to became democracy. "The wise politician," Emma Willard argued, should take into account "the power of female influence" and "in constructing the machinery of government he should not only guard against it becoming an opposing force, but he should provide a machinery by means of which it will aid to propel the political train in the right direction." Women wanted to assure men that they were not trying to take power out of their hands; instead they wanted to broaden the sphere of power by allowing women to help "move" the nation forward.

Taken together, these metaphors demonstrate women's ability to act. Thomas Nairn's vision of the gendered nation as a "modern Janus" becomes useful to understand women's frustrations. Legal reformers were trying to break out of the confines of the traditional, ahistorical world into the "progressive, forward-thrusting" world of publicity. They challenged men to recognize the chains in which conventional (un)reasoning had placed them. They demanded men to see the strength, courage, and valor women could possess as individuals, and not as "booty" men could "conquer" through "marital annexation." And last, they dared men to acknowledge that women's equality was necessary for the natural growth and health of the nation -- which only through equality could a successful renovation and democratic functioning begin. Their challenges were an attempt to convince men and women of the "true wrongs of woman."
A Democratic Utopia

In their efforts to convince men, women activists developed an "utopian" vision of the American nation. They recognized an oppression that transcended race, gender, region, and class. While it may be easy to idealize the antebellum right's movement today, it had its shortcomings -- it was still racially, regionally and class biased. Yet, women's rights supporters imagined an inclusionary, non-oppressive, non-hierarchical nation. They expressed this view in a variety of ways: through their firm natural rights rhetoric, opposition to forming a national organization, and awareness of regional, class, and racial oppression.

The natural rights rhetoric that women's rights activists expressed sprang from the Enlightened thinking of the eighteenth century. While women were claiming rights to a male-centered discourse, the main conclusion that they drew centered on the words of the Declaration of Independence. Governments form to secure the rights of the individual, "deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed." Many times over activists stressed that they did not give consent to have men make decisions for them. They argued that "the law is wholly masculine, it is created and executed by men... the law then could give us no representation as woman." Only by allowing women to choose their own representatives could women seek their right to individual self-determination.
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Women's rights activists opposed forming a national organization. This was a major strength of the antebellum movement, for as Angelina Grimke asked in 1852, "What organization in the world's history has not encumbered the unfettered action of those who created it?" Activists believed that factional interest grew within organizations which like a "Chinese [foot] bandage," hindered the growth of progress, and would eventually lead to division. Furthermore, they forced individuals to act in favor of one organization or another, and encouraged opposition and competition instead of unity. According to Hoffert, the twelve years before the Civil War are significant as the only time in history that women possessed a common strategy and goal. Debate over strategies and goals did take place, yet this was part of the "open" atmosphere of women's rights meetings, as well as deemed necessary to keep the momentum of the movement.

The most important element within the early women's rights movement was their ability to recognize and discuss overlapping issues of gender, race, class, and region. Again, the extent of activist's connection with other reform movements remains a heated subject. On the one hand, historians have argued that the link between abolition and women's rights was never broken, while others have argued that a break with abolition became necessary for women to concentrate on gender oppression. While it is not the purpose of this study to argue one way or the other, women definitely viewed themselves as part of a larger whole. They recognized that their oppression and inequality overlapped with other marginal groups such as Mexicans and slaves. They also
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acknowledged the economic inequities that they believed this oppression produced. Specific examples, such as the regional and racial issues discussed by the Grimke sisters, the well-circulated speech given by Sojourner Truth, and continued interaction with the abolition movement, added to the inclusive view developed among legal reformers.

Ultimately, the challenges women made to national definitions and the utopian vision they created succeeded in calling attention to the excluding male public realm, and created discussion over the relationship of individuals (black and white, men and women) to the nation. Yet, the images and vision developed by female activists would not work to gain women legal rights as individuals. Their ideas threatened the overarching model of nation – which remained male defined and dominated into and throughout the twentieth century.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The American nation can be understood in terms of competing discourses. Two outspoken and recognized groups of white, middle-class women dealt with their frustrations in distinct ways. Domestic reformers emphasized an essential component of womanhood based on her moral superiority, while legal reformers stressed equality based on individuals' natural rights. Both ultimately wanted to create a partnership with men, although their visions of this partnership differed greatly. The hegemonic control men established during and after the Revolutionary war limited the ways in which all groups of women could identify with national ideals. A dominant strand of male-defined national rhetoric ran throughout the antebellum period. Thus, while Beecher began emphasizing female moral superiority, and legal reformers began asserting qualities of gender equality, white males continued creating and solidifying a "usable" history of the "founding fathers." After the Civil War, legal reformers realized that a rights-based argument would not work to gain them legal equality.

The passage of the Reconstruction Amendments defeated the dominant natural rights perspective of the antebellum women's rights movement. No longer adamant about forming national organizations, leading activists created two separate national suffragist organizations to express new strategies. Women activists had expected to follow black men through the "constitutional door," however, in the face of the legal
reformer’s demands, the Fourteenth Amendment only gave black men the right to vote. Activists debated among one another over new strategies of how to gain the vote, splintering the movement into competing crusades for enfranchisement. Within these debates, the conservative ideology of domestic reformer Beecher became part of a new strategy for suffragists to gain the vote.

Many suffragists began using domestic imagery and ideas of female morality. They no longer emphasized individual rights as much, but rather “couched” their cause in abstract terms like society, the nation, the race, and civilization. As early as 1867, Stanton wrote to the State Senate Committee: “I for one, gentlemen, am not willing to be thus represented [by all men]. I claim to understand the interests of woman’ – and then she crossed out ‘woman’ and inserted ‘the nation’ in its place.” Many activists began to create an ideology that would work in gaining them the elective franchise based upon the idea of white superiority. Women argued that they should have the vote because of the moral influence they could have on politics. Yet, they did so in a manner that claimed that this moral influence was vital to counter “the lowest orders of manhood,” or blacks and foreigners. In short, “white and democratic” America depended on whether or not white women were given the ballot.

While an emphasis on female moral superiority may seem contradictory to the original aims many legal reformers were aspiring for, it did establish women’s role in a complementary partnership with white men, much like Beecher advocated, instead of a
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relationship of antagonistic conflict with the “rights” of “anticitizens.” Framing their argument based upon gender difference fit well into the national male framework. With this approach it was possible to convince women and men that women’s vote would not challenge masculinity or white, male hegemony, but instead, compliment men’s political roles.

Implications of this study are many, but two overriding influences remain. First, women did not receive the right to vote based on the antebellum women’s rights ideology of equal, individual rights. Instead, it took a discourse that fit within the parameters of the American nation to be successful. Catharine’s Beecher’s conservative ideology influenced American society much more than the rights-based argument employed by legal reformers. Because of this, when numerous suffragists began using a rhetoric similar to Beecher’s ideas of a special female moral sphere, they gained much more support from conservative women’s groups as well as from white men.

Furthermore, because women received the vote based on the moral aspect they could bring to the public sphere, it has shaped women’s participation in politics even today. Women continue to fill the role of a modern “Republican Mother.” While examples of strong political women are evident today, and many strides have been made by women in politics, many Americans still expect women to rear the children of America through a “feminized” political role. Men and women both anticipate that political women will take an active interest in the domestic concerns that effect women’s lives, such as in day and health care, education, violence against women, and crime on
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the streets. Political men, on the other hand, are expected and continue to be more involved in diplomatic and military affairs (or those issues that do not concern women directly).

Another legacy of these early discourses is the divisions in American feminism that have created diverse theories of the root and resolution to woman's oppression. Many feminists continue to use a rights-based argument claiming that there is no intrinsic difference between women and men, and that difference is socially constructed. Other feminists, however, stress the sameness among women, and the essential difference between men and women. Yet, most feminists (as well as anti-feminists) cannot be put into an either-or category. Feminists may agree that women continue to be oppressed, and they also may recognize the overlapping issues of race, gender, and class that make cooperative efforts difficult; however, one strategy (or goal) for women's emancipation is impossible and will continue to be contested.

Ultimately, this study demonstrates how two different groups of white, middle-class women worked within the confines of a masculine-defined nation. While neither domestic or legal reformers completely accomplished their goals, they laid the groundwork for the postbellum suffrage movement. In effect, this movement splintered from the start into diverse strategies and discourses that continue to shape women's complex participation in politics today.


